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This Week...
Are school spirit and athletic
support gone?
p.5
College students have al
ways grumbled about the
same things:campus parking
cafeteria food, tuition hikes.
School athletics are usually not
included on the list.

Hurricane" sweeps through Pacific
Rubin Carter speaks to an overflowing crowd at Faye Spanos
TAMMY CONZALES

Staff writer

"Here comes the story of the
Hurricane..." Bob Dylan wrote
those lyrics many years ago,

but the words rang true last
Wednesday, Feb. 2 for a packed
crowd at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
The crowd was treated to
the life story and more of Ru-

Hurricane kicks butt in ring
not CD
_,.p.8

Rubin "Hurricane" Carter
got screwed, plain and sim
ple, spending two decades
in federal prison for a
heinous crime he didn't
commit. His is a wrenching
tale of racial injustice, but
the melodramatic R&B and
coolly distant hip-hop on
the Hurricane soundtrack
rarely dig deep enough to
make us care.
Baseball opens season with
mud and hopes
p.12
They say it is America's
pastime. For some it is just
a bunch of athletes having
fun. In Pacific's case, it is a
hunch of athletes having
fun and winning.

Weekend

WEATHER

Friday

Scattered showers with a hi
of 59 and a low of 42
Saturday
Showers with a high of 60
and a low of 43
Sunday
Showers with a high of 61
and low of 44

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 57 Low: 40

Hurricane stormed into Faye Spanos for a whirlwind lecture.

bin "Hurricane" Carter. The
forum was held as the opening
event of Black History Month
at UOP. The event was spon
sored by the Associated Stu
dents Lecture Committee.
Doors opened at 6:30 p.m. to
an already long line, and the
hall filled up quickly. By
around 7:15 p.m., they had to
close the doors to the hall and
people were forced to listen
from the lobby via speakers.
Inside the hall, every seat was
full.
Hurricane and the press
started off the day with a press
conference at 10:30 a.m. held at
the Radisson Hotel. The con
ference proved there is a lot
more to Hurricane's story than
many people realize. The
movie "The Hurricane," which
is currently playing in theaters,
tells his story, but as he re
vealed Wednesday night, the
movie does not do him justice.
The Hurricane's story began
in 1961. Carter's professional
boxing career took the crowd
by storm — or, more specifical
ly, a hurricane. He was a
crowd favorite and quickly
worked his way up the boxing
circuit.

Five years later, he was
preparing for a World Champi
onship fight, when he was ar
rested for triple murder. He
constantly maintained his in
nocence but was convicted and
sentenced to three life-terms,
barely escaping the electric
chair.
• Many famous people tried
to help release Carter — from
Muhammad Ali to Bob Dylan
— but appeal after appeal was
overturned. It was not until a
16-year-old boy named Lezra
and his adoptive family in
Canada read Carter's book,
"The Sixteenth Round," and
took an interest in his case that
things began to change.
Carter received a letter from
Lezra in 1980, which changed
everything. Lezra and his fam
ily joined the fight for Carter's
release. They were able to skip
the State Court to go straight to
the Federal Court. In 1985, Ru
bin "Hurricane" Carter was fi
nally released from prison.
Then in February 1988, the 22year-old indictment was offi
cially dismissed.
Hurricane Carter now
works in Toronto to free those
See Hurricane, page 4

Pacific alumnus faces excommunication
JESSICA C. CURLEY

tion. In both speeches, he years before the ceremony
spoke about the holy union took place.
ceremony he performed on a
At the 1996 meeting of the
Last week 67 United lesbian couple a year ago.
United Methodist Church's
Methodist ministers faced a
The ceremony took place top legislative body, delegates
possibility of disciplinary ac on Jan. 16, 1999 in the Sacra inserted into the denomina
tion because of a holy union mento Convention Center be tion's Social Principles, a sort
ceremony they performed on fore an audience of about of "rule book" for the church,
a lesbian couple in January of 1,000. Ellie Charlton, 64, and a sentence that states: "Cere
last year. Among this group, Jeanne Barnett, 69, the couple monies that celebrate homo
and also the leader of the cer who was united in this cere sexual unions shall not be
emony, was Rev. Donald mony, have been members of conducted by our ministers
Fado, of St. Mark's Methodist Fado's congregation in Sacra and shall not be conducted in
Church and alumnus of the mento for some time. Charl our churches." By blessing the
University of the Pacific.
ton is the California-Nevada holy union of Charlton and
Fado was recently at UOP Conference Lay Leader, Barnett, Fado went directly
when he spoke at the Mentor which is the highest elected against this new rule.
II General Session on Monday, office for laity in the confer
Fado said in his Fall Convo
Jan. 24. He also welcomed stu ence of the United Methodist cation speech at UOP, "I con
dents to school at the begin Church and Barnett is a sider it (this statement against
ning of the year at the College trustee of the conference. The homosexuals) unjust, inap
of the Pacific Fall Convoca two had been together for 15 propriate and out of keeping
Assistant News Editor

with the tradition of my de
nomination. I am allowed to
bless your home, your car,
your place of employment,
your tractor and your dogs
and even stuffed animals. The
only thing I am forbidden to
bless is two people of the
same gender who wish to
make a commitment of love
and fidelity to one another."
Fado decided before the
ceremony took place to con
tact fellow clergy and ask
them if they would like to
support him and his cause.
There ended up being a total
of 95 clergy co-officiating the
service with Fado.
In the convocation speech
he commented, "My denomiSee Fado, page 2
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Fado.

Continued from page 7
nation doesn't know what to
do with us. This is the first
time in the history of our de
nomination that we are aware
that such a large number of
clergy have acted against a
church rule on the grounds of
fidelity to their calling as min
isters of Christ. Some other
annual conferences, such as
the one in New Mexico, have
voted that we ought to be
ousted from the denomina
tion. Exclusion is the ugliest
word in the English language.
Pride and prejudice blind us
to the possibilities of inclu
sion."
Fado compared the cere
mony to an act of civil disobe
dience, which his church has
supported for a long time in
matters of civil rights and
anti-war causes.
Because of Fado's defiance
against his church, he and the
other 66 clergy from his con
ference who laid hands upon
the lesbian couple to bless
their union could face excom
munication. The other 29 cler
gy who participated in the
ceremony were not from the
same conference and so do
not have to answer to the Cal
ifornia-Nevada Annual Con
ference. More than 40 of the
67 clergy that took part in the
holy union ceremony are re
tired, so they don't stand to
lose their livelihood, but they
could lose other benefits such
as medical insurance. The re
maining clergy are mostly
full-time pastors who could
lose their jobs and their in
comes if they are excommuni
cated.
Last Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, Feb. 1-3 hear
ings took place at Community
United Methodist Church in
Fairfield concerning this case.
This was the equivalent of a
preliminary hearing in the
criminal justice system. The
"trial" concluded on Thurs
day evening and was deliber
ated starting on Friday, Feb. 4.
The deliberations were sched

Reverand Fado and 95 other ministers bless the union ofEllie Charlton and Jeanne Barnett.

uled to continue onto Tues
day, Feb. 8, but at the time of
publication it was not known
when the deliberations would
conclude. The deliberations
will decide whether to bring
formal charges against the
ministers before a national
church tribunal when it meets
in May.
Ministers in the Methodist
Church are split on their opin
ions of Fado and what is go
ing on in the church right
now. Four conservative
Methodist ministers in North
ern California — and hun
dreds of "rank-and-file"
members — have left the de
nomination over the gay
rights campaign in the
church. According to the Rev.
Dick Bayard, a retired
Methodist minister, more
evangelical congregations
and pastors are on the verge
of leaving as well.
Rev. Robert Kuyper, pastor
of Trinity United Methodist
Church in Bakersfield and
president of the conservative
Evangelical Renewal Fellow
ship, said in his testimony at
the trial on Tuesday after
noon, "Those who disobey a
church law in Christian con
science should expect to be
punished. If you just dismiss
this complaint, there will be
an uproar across the church."
He also said, "Homosexu
ality is more like alcoholism
than civil rights. We feel peo
ple can overcome homosexu
ality. Performing a (gay) mar
riage ceremony is an enabling

response.
Rev. Jimmy Creech attend
ed the hearings to support the
ministers. He has performed
two same-sex unions, one in
Nebraska and one in North
Carolina. Charges were
brought against him both
times. The first time he was
acquitted but not reassigned
to his congregation and the
second time he was removed
from duty.
Creech commented, "These
ministers have made a won
derful and faithful witness [to
God]."
Rev. Ray O'Neil, a United
Methodist pastor in the
Cal/Nevada Conference for
the last 21 years, wrote an ed
itorial recently entitled, "Not
all United Methodists are cel
ebrating." In the article he
said, "The Bible does not have
a lot to say about homosexu
ality, but it's always in a pejo
rative sense. Homosexuality
is a sin that saddens the heart
of our Heavenly Father. It is
no greater than any other sin;
in fact, it is listed next to gos
sip, slander, stealing, adultery,
etc. The Bible affirms that 'we
all fall short of the glory of
God.' The church is a commu
nity of 'recovering sinners'
who are finding God's for
giveness, grace and trans
forming power through Jesus
Christ."
Fado has many ties to the
University of the Pacific. He is
currently on the Alumni Ad
visory Board and has been for
a number of years. COP Dean

Bob Benedetti called him "a
loyal alum willing to show ex
pertise and advice for a long
time." Fado graduated from
the College of the Pacific, as
UOP was called at that time,
in 1955 and he was also the
student body president here
at Pacific. Benedetti said that
he invited Fado to the Fall
Convocation this year be
cause in the last couple years
he has been trying to get peo
ple to speak "who graduated
from UOP and then did some
thing with themselves in the
public." Fado fits this catego
ry with the stand he has tak
en for homosexuals in the
church.
Benedetti commented on
the trial and the controversy
that is currently taking place
in the Methodist church. He
said, "I don 't feel qualified in
the doctrinal and political is
sues of the church, but I re
spect someone who tries to
bring about clear ethical val
ues. The Christian message is
universally applicable. Christ
came for all of humanity. I
don't see drawing lines be
cause of sexual preference. I
respect what [Fado] has
done."
As in any place in our
world today, UOP has many
differing opinions on what
Fado has done in his church.
Seven freshman students
from UOP went to the trial in
Fairfield to "show their sup
port of the 96 Methodist min
isters who were being investi
gated to see if the church

would take action
them for supporting a le
commitment ceremony,
was said in statement that!
students wrote about
trip. The students inclu
Bobby Langhorn, Les
Thompson, Abby Winnie
Rob Cameron, Nancy
sulek, Jen Goon and See
Haligan. They said,
gained interest in the mat
after Rev. Don Fado spoke:
our Mentor II general assem-l
bly. In conjunction with the I
CAUSE (Committee for Ac |
tion through Unity Suppo:
and Education) and the AR-. |
(Anti-Racist Action) [we
wanted to show that any forr
of discrimination, whether
based on age, race, or in this
case sexuality is not accept
able! [We] were welcome;
into the community and [our
support was greatly appreci
ated."
Freshman Liz Ramse
comes from Aldersg£:e
Methodist Church in Chic:
Calif, and she said, "I thin;
[Fado] has
taken
the
Methodist philosophy and
used it for his own purpose:
— social progress, if that :
what he thinks it is. The
Methodist philosophy is thai
God accepts you. No matte:
what you've done, he will
love you. At no time in the
past did that mean that you
could go against God's will. I
personally do not agree with
what he has done in the
Methodist Church."
Although there are many
differing opinions on the is
sue, the committee of clergy 
men reviewing this case will
have to decide what they
want to do with the contrc
versy in the United Methodis
Church. Whatever they de
cide will change the future o
what will happen in the Unit
ed States concerning the mar
riages of homosexual couple;
Fado said he found th
hearings enlightening. "It's
feeling of family getting tc
gether, looking at this divisio
and saying, 'What are we gc
ing to do about it?'"
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
January 27 - February 2, 2000
Theft
Where
Psychology

When
Jan. 28

Loss
Two
wallets

Vandalism
Where
Lot #24 (Alpha Phi)

When
Jan. 29-30

Lot #22 (Frat. Circle)

Jan. 31

What
Windshield
broken
Tire of parked
vehicle slashed

Miscellaneous
Where
Wemyss House

When
Jan. 29

Grace Covell Hall

Jan. 30

i 'J $ . T - . JKc ^ \ ?

What
Loudparty
shut down
Four students
warned for open
containers of
alcohol
beverages

Did you know?
DM;

ing this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 139

hours of foot patrol, found 33 open windows/doors, provided 12 es
corts and assisted 15 stranded motorists.
If you have any inquiries about any of the information provided in
this report, you are encouraged to contact Jerry L Houston, Associ
ate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or extension 2537from
campus phones. You may also call anonymously to report any sus
picious circumstances or persons.

ASUOP debates pharmacy
CHELSEA SIME
Staff Writer

The third ASUOP meeting
of the semester was held on
Monday, Feb. 7. This studentrun government is made up of
the four main chairs—presi
dent, vice president, secretary,
and treasurer—as well as ad
visors and senators represent
ing each school within Pacif
ic. There is also a gallery made
up of students and faculty
who wish to partake in the
evening's discussion.
Megan Welty, ASUOP Vice
President, is in charge of chair
ing these senate meetings.
Among other things, the fo
cus of the third meeting was to
decide whether the pre-pharmacy major should be moved
back to College of the Pacific
Association (COPA) from As
sociation of the School of
Pharmacy (ASP) for funding
purposes.
Last semester, a group of
consultants was brought in to
evaluate whether the needs of
the pre-pharmacy students
were being met under COPA.
Apparently there are ques
tions as to whether adequate
funding is being provided for
the clubs and organizations
that the undergraduate stu

dents may want to become in
volved with.
The committee members, as
well as pre-pharmacy and
pharmacy representatives in
the gallery, went around and
around debating about how
the issue was to be handled.
Some argued that the students
should be left to ASP because
they need the affiliation to the
professional pharmacy schoolwhile others stated that COPA
can better provide money for
the students who may want to
participate in other campus
events besides strictly phar
macy activities.
Ralph Saroyan, Director of
Pre-Pharmacy Student Affairs
and Assistant to the Dean, was
adamant about keeping the
undergraduates as part of the
professional program.
"During the past ten years,
our pre-pharmacy student
population has doubled in
size and according to current
admissions figures, this trend
is accelerating for next year.
Having the pre-pharmacy stu
dents as an integral part of the
School of Pharmacy and
Health Science provides them
with a distinct advantage,"
Saroyan said. "To change this
would take away our distinc
tiveness and dilute the UOP

UOP laptops now required
for pharmacy students
CHRIS

HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

As the University of the Paafic enters in to the new mil
lennium a technological revohtion within the Stockton
«mpus seems to be unfolding.
The Ethernet system has
seen widely expanded into
many of our residential dor
mitories. The new phone sys
tem has eliminated monthly
service charges from Pacific
Bell and guarantees a live
phone jack will be awaiting
students at the beginning of
each new year. Even South
^ampus classrooms have
-een advancements in the
°rm of enhanced projectors
connected to computers in
me classroom.
nrvn/S alon§ this trend that
s School of Pharmacy
introduced their mandatory

laptop program last year.
Each incoming freshman was
required to purchase or lease
a laptop computer. They also
need to obtain various pro
grams like clinical pharmacology, PROS and relevant
software identifying the ef
fects of assorted drugs and
chemicals.
This policy specified that
these required laptops be ob
tained through the university.
However, exceptions were
made for those students that
already owned or had recent
ly purchased a laptop com
puter. These students simply
had to purchase the required
software as specified by the
school.
This year has brought
about various changes to the
mandatory laptop program.
Exceptions to this policy are
no longer permitted. Incom
ing pharmacy students are

now required to purchase or
lease a standard laptop com
puter from the university.
This ensures that every stu
dent will have identical pro
grams and guarantees system
compatibility with assign
ments from professors.
Pre-pharmacy major Mari
an Hakim expresses an un
dergraduate's perspective: "I
don't think it's fair to force
someone who already has a
laptop to buy another one
from the school. However,
the idea of having uniform
computing systems should
make learning easier."
A short tour of the School
of Pharmacy reveals various
classrooms with a great num
ber of students hard at work
with their laptops. Internet
ports are easily accessible
within the primary building
of the School of Pharmacy.
See Pharmacy, page 4

advantage."
At the end of the session, a
verdict was reached to survey
the pre-pharmacy students via
e-mail and learn of their con
cerns about the issue. After
properly polled, an ASUOP
committee will take the infor
mation and decide whether or
not to move the major. If
enough students show a con
cern for their funding, then
pre-pharmacy will officially
be transferred to matters of
COPA.
Besides the discussion of
the undergraduate pharmacy
students, ASUOP also pon
dered what to rename the
ASUOP Fee. In the college
catalog, the cost is called the
Student Activity Fee and yet
show up as ASUOP Fee every
where else. This leaves an ele
ment of confusion among stu
dents who believe that there is
a discrepancy between the
two. In actuality, the fees cov
er the same expenses: stu
dent-based activities.
The representatives decided
to change the name to a hybrid
of both, the ASUOP Activity
Fee. Hopefully, this will clari
fy the purpose of the cost. The
changed title will appear on
bills and such as soon as pos
sible.

'J ,

factor
Reservations for 6 or more?
Banquet Facilities Available
OFF 1-5

2702 W. March Ln.

(209) 473-3695

Mon-Fri
Mon-Thurs
Friday
Weekend Saturday
Hours
Sunday
Lunch
Dinner

11:30-2:30
5:00-10:00
5:00-10:30
12:00-10:30
12:00-10:00

FREE MUD PIE!
with purchase of one adult entree
limit one per person
with this coupon
'/
expires 2/29/00

1/ V (
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Alpha Kappa Lambda house is now up for grabs
JESSICA LINDEVALD

Staff writer

About two and a half years
ago, hotel-style, $1.6 million
mansion was built to house
the national fraternity, Alpha
Kappa Lambda. Located
across the levee and in be
tween the tennis courts and
townhouses, stands the AKL
house.
However, there has been
much speculation and discus
sion about whether or not the
letters on the house will soon
be changing to those of anoth
er fraternity.
The Associate Vice Presi
dent of Finance for Treasury
Management, Larry Brehm
said, "Essentially AKL had
two notes with the university
to pay. There were two condi

Hurricane

Continued from page 1
who have been wrongfully
convicted. He is a member of
the Board of Directors for Hu
man Rights in Atlanta, the Al
liance for Prison Justice in
Boston, and the Association in
Defense of the Wrongfully
Convicted. He has lectured at
several outstanding universi
ties, met with the President,
appeared on "Oprah," spoke
to the Grand Assembly of the
United Nations, and testified
before the United States Con
gress.
Carter was also awarded the
Middleweight Champion of
the World belt, 35 years after
his career was over, which he
showed off to the audience
with pride. On Sept. 24,1994,
the Hurricane was inducted
into the International Boxing
Hall of Fame.
Hurricane Carter took the
audience by storm with his dis
play of inspiration and hope.
He captivated the hall with
stories of his heroes and had
the audience rolling with
laughter with the story of his
first fight.
Carter was seated in the au
dience of a fight when his
coach ran out and told him,
"This is where you start. You
are going to fight now." The
Hurricane had to run around
everywhere, borrowing items
from different fighters to put
himself together. His final en
semble included purple
trunks, green socks, red shoes,
a baby blue robe and toilet pa

tions: they had to have a cer
tain number of brothers living
in the house and they had to
pay for the cost of construc

tion. In the fall, they were less
than regulation [fewer broth
ers than the agreed amount]
so we gave notice to foreclose

3
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Currently the home of AKL, but whose house will it be next?

per for a mouthpiece. He de
scribed himself as a "psyche
delic accident." Everyone
laughed, including his oppo
nent, but the Hurricane made
his mark on professional box
ing—he won.
The audience also laughed
at Carter's comment about the
movie, "The Hurricane," star
ring Denzel Washington. He
said, "Until Denzel portrayed
me, I didn't know how good I
looked! Of course, Denzel can
make anyone look good."
Carter spoke with genuine
affection for two of the men he
considers his heroes. He point
ed out these heroes did not
show themselves easily. The
first one he of spoke was Artus,
the man who was arrested at
the same time as him. Artus
could have said, "It was Hurri
cane. He did it." He would
have been set free and Carter
probably would have received
the death penalty. Instead, Ar
tus spent 15 years in prison
and Carter escaped with his
life.
Another hero in his life was
Ali Hussan, whom he met in
the military. Hussan became
Carter's teacher, friend, and
counselor. The biggest thing
Hussan did was to make the
Hurricane understand himself.
Carter passed on the valuable
lesson, "To thine own self, be
true. Know thyself," to the au
dience. He also reminded the
audience, "Today is what it is
because yesterday was what it
was!"
Carter never gave up be
cause he knew he was inno

cent. He offered hope to many
people that night because of
the amazing hope he had.
One woman asked for Carter's
help in receiving support for
her son. "My son is currently
on death row in Fresno County
and he is factually innocent,"
she explained. The Hurricane
moved
and
appeared
promised help from the orga
nizations he is a part of.
Another man—a high
school teacher—asked for a
copy of Carter's speech so his
students could read about a
person who had overcome so
much.
Carter left the audience with
these important words of wis
dom—"Dare to dream," and
"We are all miracles!" Hurri
cane Carter dared to dream,
even in a hopeless situation.

Would you like
to be a part of

on the debt notes."
This does not necessarily
mean that AKL will lose their
house. In fact, the house is go
ing through' a bidding
process, headed by Rick
Morat and Jim Falcone.
"Phi Delta Theta, Pi Kappa
Alpha and AKL provided a
letter of interest in the house,
which is being reviewed by
Residential Life and Hous
ing," said Morat. "Phi Delta
Theta has the first right of re
fusal on any type of manor
house, as stated by their lease
with the Pacific Avenue
house, because they have
been turned down at other
properties before. However,
each lease on the different
houses has different aspects
related to the property, which
will have to be discussed

about and agreed to."
Paul Martinez, president oi
AKL, said, "When I met wr
Morat at the end of last se
mester, he said that the dec
sion of who got the hou<:
would be based on premiir
living and membership. At'
the houses would be given:
clean slate and would be ie
viewed fairly based on w1
was going on in the house and
infractions."
Only time will tell whc
ends up with the AKL house,
but no matter what happens
Martinez concluded, " A
house doesn't make a fraterni
ty. The brotherhood and our
members make the fraternity.
If we based a fraternity on the
structure they lived in, why
aren't we all driving Mer
cedes Benz's then?"

Pharmacy

this is a great aid in the learn
ing process. "School worki:
much easier. We do a lot of as
signments via the Interne:
[like] downloading notes anc
review sets. Special assign
ments within groups are als
easier when everyone has a
computer."
While there does seem to
be some opposition to the
mandatory laptop policy
most students have simply
accepted it and continue tc
take advantage of a compute:
in every lap.
Each student is guaranteec
the software and hardware
necessary to excel in thei:
pharmaceutical pursuits.

Continued from page 3
This offers the added advan
tage of access to an enormous
amount of information, via
the internet, that every stu
dent can use.
Many, if not all, of the pro
fessors within the pharmacy
school post class notes, re
views or assignments on the
web for students to access
with their computers.
Pharmacy professors and
administrators were not
available for comment on the
laptop program.
Second year pharmacy stu
dent, Kathleen Azevedo feels

ATTENTION UOP
STUDENTS!
REACH OUT AND READ
SAN JOAQUIN needs you!

The Pacifican

staff? If so,
applications
are available
for the
position of
Opinion
Editor. For
further
details call
946-2115.

Our pediatric literacy program is looking for
enthusiastic volunteers to read to children in
the waiting rooms of local health care facilities:
*Minimum commitment of only one hour per week
* Training provided
*Flexible hours to accomodate your school schedul
*Fun. rewarding experience
*Great resume builder
*Perfect opportunity for education students, or
anyone who loves children and books

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
937-8143

T H E

P A C I F I C A N

SCOTT SWITZER
INTERM OP-ED EDITOR
OPINION@THEPACinCAN.COM

EDITORIAL

HEY! YOU
were !W-

TFF/5 IS FUNl

T H E

PACIFICAN
Quote of the
Week

Weekly neivsfor the
UOP community since 1908
Contact Us
• The Pacifican is located on thethird floor of
Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to5 p.m.
Main (209)946-2115

0 thou of little
faith, wherefore
didst thou
doubt?
-Bible
Matthew 14:31

Advertising: (209) 946-2114
Fax:(209)946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA95211
e-mail: infof&thepacifican.com
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Are school spirit and athletic support gone?
College students have always money to support a successful
grumbled about the same things: athletic program, $30 million dol
campus parking, cafeteria food, lars for Stanford's 33 varsity
tuition hikes. School athletics are sports. For schools without foot
usually not included on the list. ball the cost is significantly lower,
The days of glee-club and tike Pacific's budget of
homecoming parades have $6,175,092. Since most athletic
passed in collegiate athletics, but departments are financially inde
does this mean that the days of pendent for their universities, fan
school spirit and athletic support and alumni support is vital in
are gone as well?
making costs. Small universities
There are three possibleexpla like Pacific can have trouble
nations for the growth of athletic reaching their targetincome even
apathy across the nation. Col with complete student support.
leges have become more focused This business aspect of collegiate
on academics, cutting football athletics can alienate students
teams in favor of humanities. and fans, as what occurred with
Changing student attitudes the drop of UOP football. It takes
could be attributed as well. Stu fans to finance a top-ranked team
dents now have options beside and a top-ranked team to draw
athletics for entertainment. The fans.
final explanation lies within the
Changing students attitudes,
greater perceptions of societyas a perhaps affected by athletic bud
whole. As the world changes, in geting, are more likely the cause
fluenced by technology and in of athletic apathy. Today's stu
dustrial expansion, the athletic dents see a college education as
world has more opportunity for more of a necessity than a privi
corruption.
lege. This investment-based per
The first possibility for the de spective on higher education has
cline in athletic support could led students to abandon liberal
stem directly from university of studies for technical courses and
fices. It takes vast amounts of away from traditional athletic

support. 50 years ago students at
tending college were focused on
college fife, even defining their
own style of clothes and cars in
the 30's around the academic en
vironment. Today commuter
schools flourish and students
spend little time learning their
school song for the "big game."
The college community has
dwindled.
Yet, Pacific does not really
qualify as a commuter school
and remains focused on liberal
studies but still demonstrates less
athletic spirit than nearby indus
trialized Cal Berkeley. What are
the requirements for a university
to breed student support? Na
tionally ranked programs? Pacif
ic has this easily with a No. 4 vol
leyball team. State-of-the-art
facilities? The Spanos Center is a
paramount sunken arena. A
spirited mascot to cheer? The
Tiger is far easier to cheer than
the Banana Slug or Homed Bull
frog. A tradition of winning?
UOP football led the nation in the
30's; Volleyball was No.1. in the
80's. For Pacific students this is
not enough to muster a even a

yelp.
Perhaps then the problem lies
at a cultural level. College stu
dents no longer view athletic
spirit as a companion to higher
education. It is not a normal Sat
urday night activity to don the
orange and black at a game and
sing "Pacific Hail." The range of
social activities available to stu
dents has expanded greatly since
the establishment of Pacific in
1851. With the movies, bars, the
internet and better transporta
tion around central valley, the
need for collegiate sports as en
tertainment hasfallen drastically.
Despite all these reasons sup
porting WHY Pacific's students
do not support Tiger athletics,
there is still a fundamental reason
why Pacific students should: It
is fun. It is hard not to be
charmed by stories and pictures
of studentscheering their team to
victory, the UOP library is full of
such images. It does not take
much to reverse student apathy.
Attending a Pacific athletic event,
supporting your neighbors and
friends for free, can make a world
of difference.
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Parking discrepancies cause student frustration
Douc ROBERTSON

Staff Writer

I paid $75 to parkin an "A"
parking spot. Truthfully, I am
a college student and do not
have a lot of money, so actual
ly my mom paid the $75. Still,
you understand what I am
trying to say, $75 is a good
chunk of change, even to park
in the good parking spots. All
the "A" spots are close to
dorms or classes. All the "A"
spots have a lower crime rate
because campus security is
constantly patrolling. Well,
they are sort of constantly pa
trolling the "A" spots.
Saying that the "A" park
ing spots are occasionally pa
trolled might be better. That
aside, we all know that those
spots are better than any oth
er at school. We all also know
that those spots are full every
night that there is a game at
this university. Every single

spot on the campus near any
where people actually live is
in use. Every lot, spot, and
place to park is full. That is,
every spot except for the pool
parking lot. That lot is often
half full, or sometimes even
half empty, but rarely is it
filled to capacity. There is a
very good reason for that,
however. That reason is that
there is a guard blocking the
sole entrance into the parking
lot in front of Kjeldsen Pool,
home of our men's and
women's swimming and wa
ter polo teams at times.
Why is that guard there,
you ask? He is there to protect
the sign that reads "PTAA
Parking only." The PTAA is
the Pacific Tiger Athletics As
sociation and they have the
rights to that entire lot, no
matter how full or empty it is.
As far as I can tell you need a
sticker on your car, which
says you are a member of this

elite group or you cannot
park in any of those spots.
You must instead park in
front of Burns Tower and
walk to your dorm or to the
game.
You must park in front of
Burns Tower because you
were silly enough to believe
that since you or your parents
paid $75 for you to park in
any "A" parking lot, that you
could de facto do that. How
ever, when you arrived back
at school from a food run in
order to see the game or to re
turn to your room, every oth
er spot a person could possi
bly fit a car is filled. Except
for the lot in front of Kjeldsen
Pool, residence of our award
winning, and nationally
renowned aquatics programs.
Then when you tried to park
your car in that lot you were
stopped and asked for a stick
er, a sticker which you
thought you had purchased

for $75. Again, you were mis
taken; you purchased no such
sticker and must turn around
and find another place to put
your vehicle.
Even though that lot is la
beled as an "A" lot, you can
not park there. In the "Park
ing and Motor Vehicle
Regulations" booklet provid
ed by the university it states
under the section labeled
"Parking Permit Regula
tions" in article nine that
"Standard Annual Permits
are: A - All University streets
and 'A' and 'B' Lots." On the
inside of said booklet there is
a map which clearly shows
the lot in front of Kjeldsen
Pool, watering hole and train
ing ground of future Pacific
grown Olympians, to be
marked as an "A" parking
lot.
So why are we, the stu
dents, the people who live
here, forbidden to park there

ui dbcouwjim-d a&wmvmm
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whenever there is a big game,
be it collegiate or high school
football? And what if our cars
are already in the lot before
the sign is put up? Must we
move them or will we be pe
nalized for having a nonmarked car in a "special peo
ple only" area? I am tired of
not being able to park my car
where there is space and
which is close to my dorm. I
think that this lot, like every
other lot on campus, should
be free for student use at all
times.
On the positive side, that
walk from Burns Tower sure
does help one get into shape.
And that, I'm sure will help
your parents and you, under
stand why you paid $75 to
not be allowed to park in the
parking lot in front of Kjeld
sen Pool, habitat of our hard
working, and very tired Tiger
swimmers and water polo
nlavers.
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Question of the week Make a Valentine's venture
toward learning about love
How important are UOP
Compiled by Lauren Vang

sports to you?
"It's a good way to
get involved, but
on this campus, no
one shows much
interest"
-David Raff
Sophomore

"It brings school
spirit and gives
attention to the
school."
-Caby Falcone
Sophomore

"It's good that we
have sports
because it's good
to see students ISHSii
coming together." I
-Rachelle Siskin
Sophomore

"I think it's
important for this
campus because it
brings unity."
-Shaun Mims
Junior

"It's fun, healthy
competition and
you get to kick
ass."
-Stephanie Segien
Freshman

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.

MICHAEL KO/IS

Staff Writer

By the end of this week,
thousands of elementary
school kids will have been
taught perhaps the greatest
lesson of their lives. As each
one secretly aims to bring in
a paper valentine on Monday
for his or her class sweetheart,
he or she will be instructed-by
a sensible teacher-to provide
such a gift to the rest of the
students as well.
Most of them shall comply,
and once again, entire class
rooms will be flooded by tiny
cards. However, on "Love's
Holiday," a majority of them
will also miss the point: That
love-rather than simply being
an emotion towards one other
person-is an all-around skill
and, thus, must be learned.
Moreover, if patterns of the
past hold true, these youth
will keep missing the point
throughout their lives. Along
with many others in society,
they will persistently view
love as merely a matter of
finding the right target, the
right valentine; after that, as
the logic goes, everything else
takes care of itself.
According to the worldrenowned
psychoanalyst

Football
concerns
Dear Editor,

As 160 million people
watched the Super Bowl foot
ball game on Sunday, Jan 30,
the UOP Regents remained en
trenched in their opinion that
Pacific can prosper without the
vitality of a football team.
A possible short-term gain
financially, traded for a long
term fading into oblivion as a
front line university.
The present narrow think
ing opponents of a football
program will be long gone as
Pacific Alums scrape to rebuild
the campus atmosphere that
led to the emergence of the Pa
cific of today. Pacific needs
football.
Sincerely
Ray B. Hunter
COP '49

Erich Fromm, in his book The
Art of Loving, "This attitudethat nothing is easier than to
love-has continued to be the
prevalent idea about love in
spite of the overwhelming ev
idence to the contrary. There
is hardly any activity, any en
terprise, which is started with
such tremendous hopes and
expectations, and yet, which
fails so regularly, as love."
Leo Buscaglia, a well
known Education professor at
the University of Southern
California, echoes Fromm's
position in his aptly-titled
book, Love: "Most of us con
tinue to behave as though
love is not learned but lies
dormant in each human being
and simply awaits some mys
tical age of awareness to
emerge in full bloom. Many
wait for this age forever."
So, just what is there to
learn about love? For Fromm,
the principal lesson involves
recognizing that love is a
complete demeanor: "an ori
entation of character which
determines the relatedness of
a person to the world as a
whole, not toward one 'object'
of love." Hence, this acquired
trait is inclusive; through
love, we penetrate below our
surface differences-those

*•
•
•
•
*•
*•

physical and intellectual at
tributes that separate us-to
perceive the core of our unit
ed humanity.
Furthermore, this percep
tion can only be made by
overcoming one's narcissism,
or-as Fromm puts it-by begin
ning to "see people and
things as they are, objectively,
and to be able to separate this
objective picture from a pic
ture which is formed by one's
desires and fears."
In other words, love is a
constant act of liberation, of
openness to the common spir
it of goodwill inside all
mankind. Likewise, by lov
ing, we satisfy our obscured
need to tap this spirit from
within ourselves and otherssimultaneously giving and re
ceiving that which makes us
alive.
Therefore, come Valen
tine's Day and beyond, we
would be well-advised to
flood our hearts with such el
ementary wisdom contained
in the lyrics of Eden Ahbez's
song, "Nature Boy," and
brought to life by the silkysmooth voice of Nat King
Cole: "The greatest thing
you'll ever learn...is to
love...and to be loved...in re
turn."
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Frequently asked questions about internships
JULIE DAVIS

Guest Writer

1

Many students have ques
tions about internships and
what they accomplish. Here
are answers to some of the
most frequently asked ques
tions about internships at
UOP:
What are internships? In
ternships, one form of "expe
riential learning" or "worklearning,"
integrated
incorporate academic learn
ing with professional job ex
perience related to your major
or career direction.
What are the benefits of in
ternships/ experiential learn
ing? Internships give you the
opportunity to develop, use
and refine your technical
skills, communication skills,
people skills and interview
ing skills.
You also gain exposure to

"real world" situations that
happen on a day-to-day basis
in a professional environ
ment.
These opportunities and
additional knowledge trans
late to a stronger resume,
which makes you more attrac
tive to employers, as well as
the opportunity to make new
contacts through networking
in your career field. Often,
successful internships lead to
post-graduation jobs.
Do I receive academic cred
it? In the majority of cases
students do earn credit when
involved in work integrated
learning. Typical internships
are worth four units towards
graduation. Occasionally, in
ternships can be obtained for
two units.
Are internships paid expe
riences? This really depends
on the employer. Most are
unpaid, but the benefits

reaped from this experience
go far beyond dollars and
cents.
How long do I have to
work? Internships vary in
terms of the length of the ex
perience. Usually, an intern
will work the entire semester,
excluding finals week. Fourunit internships require that
you work between 16 and 20
hours per week.
Do I have any essays to
write or tests to take? Breathe
a sigh of relief—there are no
tests. However, as part of the
experiential learning process,
interns are required to turn in
a bi-weekly journal answer
ing specific questions about
their job environment and
their overall experience.
Who can do an internship?
Regardless of class standing
or previous work history,
anyone can do an internship.
All students are encouraged

Italians find UOP personal
are scattered throughout the
age.
Ronchi said, "Personally, city, therefore a lot of energy
age doesn't matter to me. As and time is invested in com
As I walked
down long as I meet people who have muting to and from class,"
South/West hall toward room similar interests as myself, I commented Ronchi.
number 104,1 had to admit I have no problem socializing
Both Tanini and Ronchi keep
was a bit nervous. But as I with them."
close contact with family and
neared my destination, I could
Ronchi is currently working friends at home through esee that the door was already on her senior thesis which fo mail, and occasionally they
standing wide open. Two invit cuses on Native American his find time on the weekends to
ing faces greeted me and a tory, and plans to eventually visit San Francisco. Comment
chair was quickly pulled out teach English or German when ing on their weekend excur
for me to sit in. Almost instant she returns to Florence. In her sions, Ronchi adds, "San Fran
ly I felt at home. Since my ar free time, Ronchi enjoys writ cisco night life is definitely
rival at UOP in the fall, I would ing song lyrics and poetry.
worth a visit — there is always
have never guessed that two
Tanini, although the quieter something to do."
29-year-old graduate students of the two, sings in a local rock
Finally, I asked both Tanini
from Florence, Italy would be band back in Florence, and and Ronchi what they missed
the most accepting and invit plans to pursue a career in edu most about Florence during
ing people I had encountered cation as well, focusing main their stay in the U.S. Both
so far.
ly on history and literature.
looked at each other and
It was the first time living in
Both Tanini and Ronchi laughed. "The food! We eat all
the United States for both Sab- agree that the professors at kinds of pasta everyday back
rina Tanini and Lucia Ronchi, UOP are very encouraging in Florence, like the Irish eat
who are graduate students with their students as well as potatoes," commented Ronchi.
from the Universify of Flo intellectually stimulating. Tani "Of course we miss our friends
rence. Besides adjusting to the ni also noticed a major differ back home as well, but I think
meal time schedule (dinner is ence between professors in the it's a little bit early to give up
customarily between 8 and 9 U.S. and Italy: "The relation on forming any relationships
p.m. in Italy), challenging ship between students and here."
classes and dorm bathrooms professors at UOP is more per
As I wrapped up my inter
(toilets are traditionally kept sonal —here you can talk more view, and we said our good
seperate from washing facili openly with the professors, byes, promising to keep in con
ties), both Tanini and Ronchi whereas in Italy the relation tact with one another, a smile
also seem to be juggling a so ship is much more profession came over my face as I walked
back up to my room — only
cial dilemma. Since their ar al."
Another aspect that both one flight of stairs away. I
rival they have had little inte
gration with the student body. students appreciate is the ac would have never known, just
Ronchi believes that part of the cessibility of the Stockton cam walking by Tanini in the hall,
inability to form relations with pus. "In Italy, the department that she sang rock music. I
other students is due to their buildings [of the university] would have never asked.
JULIANNA FOMENKO

Staff Writer

,|L

to take advantage of the bene
fits of an internship.
How do I get an intern
ship? If you are interested in
an internship or some kind of
experiential learning, call
Jody Smith at the Career and
Internship Center at 946-2361.
You and Jody will work to
gether to find an internship
that fits your career path and
goals.
How far ahead do I need to

plan? It is never too early to
plan for an internship. If you
are considering an internship
for Summer 2000, Fall 2000 or
Spring 2001, call Jody today
to talk about your options
and goals.
Where do I go for an intern
ship? This one is simple. Just
go to the Career and Intern
ship Center located in the
Main Gym across from the Fi
nance Center or call 946-2361.

Physical Plant
completes move
JESSICA C. CURLEY

Assistant News Editor

Physical Plant has been re
located to its new building on
the north side of the river
across the footbrige. The
building has been under contstruction since last March.
Central Receiving has also
moved from its old location
on Mendocino Ave. to the
new Physical Plant building.
The reason Physical Plant
had to move in the first place
was to allow the art and geoscience departments to move
out of the tin quonsets next to
Hand Hall Lawn and into the
old Physical Plant building. It
became a priority to move the
art and geoscience depart
ments, so they began looking
for a new building and the
Physical Plant building was

SALON

decided upon.
Physical Plant had been in
its old location for about 25 to
30 years and the buildings
were built 40 to 50 years ago.
Patrick Cavanaugh, vice pres
ident of business and finance
said that it would have been
difficult to build new build
ings to the same quality of the
Physical Plant buildings.
The inside of the old build
ing is currently being reno
vated with the new state-ofthe-art classrooms for the art
and geoscience departments.
It is planned to be complete
by the end of the semester.
The total project cost was a
little over four million dol
lars. Cavanaugh said that
some of the money was bor
rowed and the university will
be paying it back over the
next 25 years.
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RTA's provide technical assistance to fellow students
JOSEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff writer

With all of the technologi
cal
updates
occurring
Ihroughout the university,
ich as the Centrex phone
/stem, Ethernet in the resiience halls, and the Laptop
nitiative, students face major
idjustments.
Luckily, in consideration of
lany students' concerns
ibout technological assis
tance, the university imple
mented a program that would
call for student assistance in
technical support.
These students, called Res
ident Technical Assistants,
also referred to as RTAs, proride support services for stu
dents living in the residence
halls, working approximately
15 hours per week.
A total of six RTAs serve
the students with an average
of about one RTA for every
200 students. The RTA pro
gram here at UOP was mod
eled after other universities
that have similar network
systems.
However, the difference is
that no other university has
started the RTA program in
conjunction with a new net
working and phone system,
ftus pilot program has pro
vided students with quick,

easy and personalized access
to technical support.
In addition to an advance
understanding of computer
and technical skills, the RTAs
must exhibit good customer
service skills as well as people
skills.
Jonathan Radin, Student
Technology Support Coordi
nator, said, "My goal is to de
liver and provide service to
the students. I want to make
sure that students have the
best access and the best use of
technology made available to
them."
RTAs handle everything
from simple to urgent mat
ters. "Urgent matters," as
Radin defines them, are
"those that deal with academ
ic urgency, such as if a com
puter freezes while a student
is doing research, or if there is
no dial tone, or if students
can't e-mail a paper to a pro
fessor."
The technical assistants
also provide services in
checking the settings of a stu
dent's computer or helping
them to install software.
They also serve as a liaison
between the students and the
help desk so that if a problem
occurs beyond their duties
and their capability, they can
begin the troubleshooting for
the technicians.

London Beard, one of Pacific's RTA, awaits the call of students needing assistance.
From there, the technicians year, they will be able to as
It also allows me to provide
can pick up where the RTAs sess the students' needs bet students with good customer
left off and not waste time ter.
service while providing them
starting over again.
The second project is devel with use of a quality techno
The RTAs will also be busy oping a technology website logical system."
working on two upcoming so that students can access in
Applications for the RTA
projects for the remainder of formation about the network program will begin in midthe semester. The first is to go and phone systems and get March. Interviews and an es
door-to-door and introduce technical support tips as well. say will be required in order
themselves to residents and
Landon Beard, the RTA for to apply.
talk to them about the free Grace Covell, commented,
Benefits for the RTA pro
services that they provide.
"The RTA program gives me gram include a salary of
They will gather informa the opportunity to work on about $1500 per semester,
tion on computer, networking campus without negatively tools for assisting the resi
and e-mail usage so that next affecting my studies.
dents and a laptop computer.

Beer goggles" offer
intoxicating sobriety
4nne HUYCK

The Daily lowan (U. Iowa)

(U-WIRE)

— As she stum

bled around the room, attempt

ing to perform sobriety tests,
die Phye, the director of the
- epping Up Project, exclaimed,
Oh my God, that's amazing."
Phye was not intoxicated but
istead was wearing a pair of
-atal Vision" goggles, which
simulate the visual impairment
fan intoxicated person.
The UI Department of Pubf SafetY and the Stepping Up
roject, a group that sponsors
alcohol-free events in efforts to
ce binge-drinking on cam•us' Purchased a $700 kit that
deludes four pairs of Fatal Via°n goggles.
The goggles let you experiei>ce being drunk while re
using sober, said Brad Allison,

a Public Safety crime preven
tion officer. The goggles can
simulate different levels of
blood alcohol and different
times of day.
"We want people to wear the
goggles and say, 'Yeah, I've felt
that way before,' " Phye said.
"When they realize it while
they still have judgment, hope
fully, it'll make them think the
next time they drink and espe
cially the next time they think
about driving (drunk)."
Allison said he will give a
demonstration of the goggles
"to everybody who contacts us
and expresses interest."
"We want a percentage to re
alize how they get, so when
they do drink, they do so in
moderation and after they are
21," Allison said. "We would
like to educate more and do less
enforcing."
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CD Review

Storm not stirring in Hurricane's CD
THE PACIFICAN

Rubin
"Hurricane"
Carter got screwed, plain
and simple. Spending two
decades in federal prison
for a heinous crime he did
n't commit and living to
tell the tale. His is a
wrenching story of racial
injustice and years of un
told suffering. Yet the
melodramatic R&B and
coolly distant hip-hopp
music on the Hurricane
soundtrack rarely dig deep
enough to make us care or shell out the cash to buy
the CD.
The newly recorded title
track - by an all-star rap
lineup that includes the
Roots, Common and Mos
Def - lacks the specifics
that put blood in a protest
song's eye. Black Star's
"Little Brother" respectful
ly updates the airy, erudite

J recipe? of
r\f artists
r\rficfc just
illQt doesn't
Hfl
quite cut it.
Ingredients for a good
jazz funk of Gil ScottIt
certainly
doesn't
do
justice to
Heron's "The Revolution Maybe. Elements for a good the injustice of Carter.
Will Not Be Televised." CD. Definitely. Yet this line-up
"Love Sets You Free" rides
a stammering Teddy Riley
groove until Kelly Price
and Aaron Hall try to outemote each other, and K-Ci
and JoJo go down wailing
on Diane Warren's garish
"One More Mountain
(Free Again)."
Only MeShell Ndegeocello's bitterly claustro
phobic "Isolation" opens
a wound, and Bob Dylan's
"Hurricane" - the swirling
gypsy narrative that
helped turn Carter's case
into a cause in the midSeventies - brings the vine
gar. Dylan's piece makes
this CD worth listening to.
In the finest protest: Y<:
song
tradition,
it'
preachy, mad as hell, and
based on a true story of
Denzel Washington graces the cover of Carter's CD.
unjustified suffering.

Top Ten things to do this Valen
tine's Day
10. Don't buy a thing for your
girl/boyfriend insisting gifts
can't show how much you love
them (then complain when the/
don't get you anything.)
9. Show up naked at the
doorstep of the person you've

had a crush on (it will show how
much you love them!)

Book Review

A love story in time for Valentines day

t n i t*t 11 m n
T A
TKo
This novel, " A Walk To Re In A Bottle." The novels re
Let me begin by saying, that
mained
on
the
New
York Tunes
as a general rule I do not read ro member", is definitely on the
hardback
bestseller
list for 56
mance novels. The very phrase classics end of the spectrum. It
and
29
weeks
respectively.
"romance novel" conjures up involves no bodice ripping or
images of bodice ripping and sex scenes, but it is one of the "Message In A Bottle," addi
schmaltzy gushing, despite the most tender and timeless love tionally, was made into a film
fact that such classics as stories I have ever read. It is also starring Kevin Costner, Robin
"Wuthering Heights" and "The a coming of age novel as well as Wright Penn and Paul Newman
Great Gatsby" could easily be a story about learning to be and is a love story also.
The narrator cuts into the
kind. This is not the novel
described as grand romances.
gentleness
of his love story with
equivalent of a "chick flick" ei
just
the
right
amount of teen
ther. It is written from the point
age
sarcasm
and
detailed de
of view of a man remembering
scriptions
of
his
world,
keeping
the year he was 17 years old. Set
the
novel
from
running
away
in North Carolina in 1958, the
novel explores such issues as with emotion. A "Walk To Re
teenage normality, first loves, member" is the perfect combi
being an outcast and perhaps nation of sweet and sour.
In the prologue, he writes,
most of all learning to be kind.
"My
name is Landon Carter,
In fact, Sparks equivocates be
and
I'm
seventeen yearsold.
coming a man with finally
This
is
my story; I promise to
learning that being kind and
leave
nothing
out.
putting others first is more im
First you will smile, and then
portant than your own image.
He teaches a wonderful lesson you will cry - don't say you
without actually stating the les haven't been warned."
He is right, you will. You can
son or being preachy, so to
buy
your copy at the bookstore;
speak.
and
remember, don't say you
Sparks is also the author of
//r-m xt_.j i.n
i
Viawon't V*ppn warnpd
"

LINDSAY CRIMES

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A Walk To Remember
Nicholas Sparks
Warner Books, Inc.
240 pages

Mian

8. Profess your love for one of
your professors and shower
them with gifts (anything to get
an "A,"right?)

7.

Send a bunch of sex toys to
and sign the
your roommate unu
fkto nirl
hp hooked
hooked up
up
note frnm
from the
girl he
with iasi
last wttnenu
weekend (then video
witn
hu reaction
ronrtinn and send it to
tape his
his parents, for extra laughs!)
6. Get drunk and forget about

how many people have turned
you down in the last two weeks
(it's better than secretly killing
their pets, or something like
that.)

5.

Buy yourself something reall)
expensive and tell your friends
its from that model you were
dating back home (you know,
the one you supposedly went to
Europe with last Spring Break.)

4. End all of your conversations
during the day with a heartfelt
"I love you" (if someone says it
back to you make fun of them
for being so sentimental.)
3. Steal all the stuff you bought
your "ex" last Valentine's Day
and give it to your new
girl/boyfriend (It saves you a lot
of money.)

2. Try and break up as many of
your friend's relationships as
possible (if you can't be happy,
why should anybody else be?)

J . Finally, on this day of love,
give in to your feelings and
show your love for that amaz
ing guy who writes the top te
each week (hey... I like cand
and gifts too!)

Compiled by
Brad Franca
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Movie Review

'Down to You' qualifies for the "do not see" category
STEPHANIE r\
DODSON
Staff Writer

Down to You
Starring: Freddie Prinze Jr.
and Julia Stiles
Directed by Kris Isacsson

Wi

Looks are definitely deceiv
ing. At first glance, "Down to
You appears to have the right
qualifications for a young ro
mantic comedy. It stars Freddie
Prinze Jr., who melted teenage
girls' hearts in "She's All That"
and Julia Stiles, who made being a shrew fun in "10 Things I
Hate About You." The film
unites these two romantically,
creating an almost perfect
match.
The cast has major possibili
ties, yet they were given the
wrong script. Who is this Kris
Isacsson and who told him he

could write and direct a film?
And why, oh why, did two of
Hollywood's up and coming
young stars agree to act in such
a movie?
Maybe I am being a little
melodramatic regarding a film
described as "another cheesy
teen flick" but this film is lack
ing so many elements it is hard
to know where to begin.
Right away we meet Freddie
Prinze Jr.'s character, Al, in a
coffee shop and he begins talk
ing to the camera. The camera
cuts between Imogen (Julia
Stiles) and him as they individ
ually tell the audience about
how they fell in and out of love.
They are both students at a
New York City college. Al is
studying to be a chef like his fa
ther, the famous Chef Ray
(Henry Winkler) and Imogen
is an art student.
They meet at a bar and were
instantly enamored with one

another. The rest of the film in er), who looks like Jim Morri ple yet they do a lot of stupid
volves watching their relation son. Cyrus and Jim are sup things.
ship develop. We witness then- posed to cause more problems
The actors are perfect for this
tender moments, along with for the couple. However, it is to film genre. However, the script
the turmoil of a pregnancy tally unbelievable that Imogen did not make the cut. It was a
scare.
would be interested in Jim who mediocre attempt by Kris Isacs
Prinze and Stiles have good isstrange and clueless. Al and son and it could have been
chemistry. However, their Imogen appear to be sharp peo much better.
friends are another matter com
pletely. Al's friends Monk (Zak
Orth) and Eddie (Shawn
Hatosy) try to be funny but the
jokes fall flat.
Monk is a Shakespearian
porn star and walks around
speaking in "thees" and
"thous". Eddie is a loser trying
desperately to get any girl to
notice him. Then there is Imo
gen's friend Lana (Rosario
Dawson) who is a sex-crazed
student.
If these supporting charac
ters aren't bad enough, Isacsson
tosses in Cyrus (Selma Blair),
Monk's fellow porn star and
Jim Morrison (Ashton Kutch- Another sad case of good actors in a pathetic film.

The tingling bubbles prepare your mouth for the laughter that follows.

P age 12
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Movie Synopsis

Girl, Interrupted': An insanely
good movie everyone should see
PACIFICAN

Aah, the 1960s. A decade of
free love, bra-burning frenzies,
and a time when cigarettes
were indoor as well as outdoor
accessories. It was also a time
when living in a teen-age funk
would put you in a mental in
stitution. In the biographical
motion picture "Girl, Inter
rupted," Susannah Kaysen, in
a nicely understated perfor
mance by Winona Ryder, is a
graduating high school senior
who has the gall to turn down
college to pursue a non-paying
writing career. She also con
sumes a near-fatal mix of as
pirin and vodka because, she
explains, "I had a headache." A
local psychologist, with a selfhelp book to his credit, is hired
by Susannah's parents to as-

FROM A TO Z
OR
Z TO A

MAGIC MAZE
L Z O E
C

z

keeps cooked chicken carcass
es under her bed, and Gina, the
cruel, strung-out hellraiser
(played by Angelina Jolie).
Gina is a role fit for a diva, and
Jolie shines in it. Ryder, too,
gives a very formidable perfor
mance. And Brittany Murphy
is a delight once again playing
an on-the-verge teen (see her in
"Drop Dead Gorgeous" and
the 1999 TV movie "David and
Lisa.")
WynonaRyde and, Angela Joli.
All in all, "Girl, Interrupted"
Susannah spends18 months in is an absorbing biographical
the facility counseled by tale about a misunderstood
shrinks who believe promiscu young woman who gets pun
ity and hedonism are grounds ished for making mistakes that
for inpatient mental health today would be considered
care. She also spends her con embarrassingly human. It is a
finement with a group of good film, and you're lured
young female inmates, most into it by the story and impres
notably Daisy (Brittany Mur- sive performances. Not a bad
phy), a laxative junkie who deal for the admission price.

F C Z W T
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X u S

sess their daughter for suicidal
ideation, and he concludes that
Susannah must check herself
into the local upscale mental
institution. A reluctant patient,

I
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N

I
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X V T R L P E N N L C J H E C
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They nut in ail directions
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
Abuzz
Adz
Ahvaz
Alvarez

Auschwitz
Austerlitz
Zambia
Zaragoza

Zeya
Zirconia
Zoysia

Zaria
Zebra
Zelda
Zeta

02000 King Features. Inc.

Vocal Contest

Value scale for ratings

Singing Opera can win you
money in Modesto contest
THE PACIFICAN

$10 application fee.
This year's vocal competi
tion is open to any singer who
is interested in opera, between
the ages of 15 and 22 and re
sides in the San Joaquin Valley
or the Mother Lode area. There
will be three cash awards in the
amounts of $400, $300 and

The Townsend Opera Play
ers will be holding its annual
competition for the Kristin
Townsend Memorial Award to
be held on Sat. April 29 begin
ning at 9:00 a.m. in the Little
Opera Hall at 611 H Street,
Modesto. Application dead $200.
line is April 21,2000. There is a
Krishna Townsend, daugh

ter of Buck and Erika
Townsend, died of Leukemia
a few days short of her 13th
birthday. She was a spirited
young lady who loved music
and loved to sing. Townsend
Opera Players is proud to hold
this annual competition in her
memory.
For further information and
application call (209) 523-6426.

$$$$$ = It was PIMP
$$$$ = It was Money\ baby
$$$ = It met my expectations
$$ = I was left unsatisfied
S = At least it registered on the scale
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H O I, I D A Y
CINEMA 8

6262 West Lane
955-5680
~r~n
Bargain Matinees in ( )
(S
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office 1

The Tigger Movie - G -no f
Daily: (3:00,5:00) 7:00.9:05
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:55.12:55)

Scream 3 - R **no

passes**

Daily: (2:15.4:15,4:50)
7:05,7:35,9:50, 10:20
Early Show Fri-Sun:(11:00, 11:30, I -.30) I

Down lb You - PG13

PioliU
/lit "?ta>uzt

Daily: 7:20,9:30

The Hurricane - R
Daily: (2:50) 7:10, 10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:35)

Galaxy Quest - PG
565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534

10% OFF

All Orders For February
With

HOP I.D.

Send A Real Valentines Treat

Flowers
From:

Pioli's

Daily: (2:00.4:30) 7:15.9:35
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:40)

Stuart Little - PG
Daily: (1:50.4:25) 6:55,9:20
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

The Green Mile - R

2112)

(No 8.00 on Sot
Fri-Sun: (12:00,4:00) 8:00
Mon-Thurs: (2:30) 7:40

Toy Story 2 -G
Daily: (2:10,4:40)
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I 1:4S)

Special Sneak Preview Sat. 2111
The Whole Nine Yards - R
8:00 p.m. **no passes**

Fri-Thur (2/11-2/173

1
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[Jew Italian restaurant in the old Stockton loe's
F

mlLY
a
ILY CACCIAPAr.ii
CACCIAPACILA
to/orStaff Writer

.•
.
r
-•*
*
*
of minestrone,
family-style
menu quotes some cheaper burger, sausage sandwich,
idea of a four course meal for
(one bowl and a ladle). I typ prices. Other entrees on the
meatball sandwich and an ten bucks, you need to give
ically am not a big mine menu include rosemary all-american burger.
Gardino's a try. I give them 3
strone fan, but Gardino's was roasted chicken, chicken, or
The restaurant also has a chefs on atmosphere, 4 chefs
very good. It was very thick eggplant
parmagiana, bar, with a somewhat cozier
for service (our waitress's
and chunky with lots of veg prawns piccata, fresh grilled
atmosphere. They offer a TV, timing was impeccable until
etables and it had a zesty, salmon, and your usual pas
pool table, jukebox and com the very end), 5 chefs for
strong flavor.
tas.
fortable bar stools.
speed, 4 chefs for taste, and
After we finished the soup,
They also offer sandwiches
If you are looking for a 4 chefs for price, an overall 4
our waitress took away our such as a calamari steak
new experience and like the chefs for Gardino's.
bowls and promptly brought
our salad, again family-style.
OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
It was your basic salad but
nice and light. After we were
CASEop SPAM.
A VWATEP FIU^ATIOIO
finished, the waitress again
WHAT To Do WITH
SVSTEM ANP TVUO
removed our used dishes and
ALL
TUB SURPLUS
hundred ROUNDS OF
brought our entrees.
SUPPLIES FROM
(SEE", VoU
The fettuccine was good
VCUR V2K
SUOOLWTUAVE,
and comparable to our other
FDOW BEAR.
>
•SURViVAL
Italian restaurants. The meat
SHELTER.
raviolis were especially
good. I typically don't opt for
meat and pasta dishes, but
this time I wish that I had.
The raviolis were in a marinara sauce with mozzarella
cheese melted over them and
spinach leaves on the side. It
was a beautiful looking meal
and tasted as good as it
looked. I definitely recom
mend this dish.
In addition to the bread,
soup, salad, and entree, we
offered
spumoni
were
iceream after dinner. I de
clined, but my friend accept
ed and informed me that the
ice-cream was very good.
The meals average around
$10, although their take out
#MX - anrf then (litre <t» X

no's Southern Italian
3 St. Mark's Plaza, off of
h, 475-9500,
h: Sunday-Saturday 1 1
n.4 p.m.
" Sunday - Thursday
i.-9 p.m, Friday laturday 4pm-9:30 p.m.
u
We have a new Italian
staurant in Stockton called
ardino's Southern Italian
ining. Gardino's is in the
id Stockton Joe's building
fBagel Express. I was excitlto try the new restaurant
ring as we don't get much
alian on this side of Stockin. I was pleased with what
found. They tore out the
ooths that Stockton Joe's
ad and made the dining
rea one big room.
Soon after we sat we were
iven warm bread and butter
nd our waitress took our
rink orders. After I perused
he menu for quite some
me, I decided on the basic
'ttuccine alfredo so I could
'"agood comparison. My
'arfner ordered the meat
aviolis with mozzarella.
'I'nutes after we ordered,
ke waitress brought a bowl

Csure tfye Winter ^tues
With music!

™ fMMA

ACROSS
' Sandal,
e.g.
5 Dracula,
some
times
! Journey
'2 Uncompromising
Treat

'y

strain?
'6 laugh-aminute
Jt Exploit
18 African
nation
M Edge
20 Vitamin

KING CROSSWORD
1

2

3

12

•r
|
•
_••
•
•
•
•
•
•
1
4

•

6

21

22

24

18

27

30

33

38

39

36

•40

42

I1

24 Crucifix 49
2» Construc
tion
worker
50 Lay down
2» Coopersthe lawn
town's Mel
51 Lawyer
® Perry, et al.
(Abbr.)
Method
« Convertible DOWN
alternative
1 The maiden
* Double
2 Crone
agent
3 Plata's
« Priestly garb
partner
® Executor's
4 Senator
,, Paperwork
Muskie
]l Skulls
5 Treat for
J® Stir-fry need
Fido
!Posterior
6 Onassis,
Russian
familiarly
empresses
7 Earring
shape
8 Flog
9 Reason for
a tarp

Jay-Z - Vol 3
31

34

35

47

26

11

19

29

32

41

10

23

25

28

37

9

14

17

20

7

16

15

15 I

variety
49 Squad

5

13

48

50

43

44

•

10 Sportswear
name
11 Wilson of
"La Femme
Nikita"
13 Big
barrel
19 Bankrolls
20 Sibling,
for short
21 "Portnoy's
Complaint"
author
22 Tittle
23 — gin fizz
25 Soothing
sessions
26 MP's
quarry
27 Exaggerated
29 XLI x XI

45

46

51

31 Absolutely
33 Haphazard
34 Hockey
great
Stan
36 Information
37 Guitarist
Atkins
38 Incense
39 "Puppy
Love"
singer
40 Hospital
section
43 — Paulo
44 Natalie's
dad
45 Put
on a
show
46 Firmament
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ebruary
U„

Campus
February 11,12,13
There's Something About Mary
McCaffery Theater 8:00 p.m.
- free with UOP ID
February 19
ASUOP ski trip to Kirkwood
$33 at ASUOP and $19 for rental
Leave UOP @ 5:45 a.m. - Return
5 p.m.
February 28
ASUOP Campaign period
begins
March 28
Voting at UOP Library 9:00 a.m.
to 12:00 p.m.
South Campus Lawn 1:00 p.m.
to 4:00p.m.
March 29
Voting at Pharmacy School
8:45 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Elbert Covell Dining Hall
4:00 p.m. top 7:00 p.m.
March 30
Voting at McCaffery Center

Soap

Days of Our Lives
Hope will react to the spi
der's venom that bit her, and
in the process, tell Stephano
she's pregnant. Stephano
will keep his ailing condition
a secret from Hope as he
tends to her.

^

Local
Movies
February 11
Hanging Up
(Columbia Pictures)
February 25
Reindeer Games
(Dimension)
Music
February 11
The Lodi Arts Comission pre
sents The Johnny Nocturn Band
with Kim Nalley, at Kirst Hall at
Hutchins Street Square at
8:00 p.m.
$12/person $5/student
February 12
Las Vegas, NV - IDEAL, K-Ci &

General Hospital
Bobbie will avoid telling
Sonny that he is the father of
Carly's baby, though later he
will suspect that fact to be
true. Luke and Felicia will
wonder if Stephan arranged
for Lucky's abduction.
The Young and the
Restless
Diane will tell Victor that
he can buy her apartment if
she can live there for three
months. Diane will be
shocked to find Victor's
sperm deposit is missing and
figures that Nikki, Brad or
Michale took it.

THE
i n n PACIFICAN
l rtGiricn.N

CLASSIFIEDS
^

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! be CPR certified or willing to
Students earn $375 - $575 become certified. Send re
weekly processing /assem sume to Linda at 1016 E.
bling medical I.D. cards in Bianchi St. A23Stockton, Ca
your home. Experience un 95210.
necessary...we train you! Call
MediCard 1-541-386-5290, Room for rent located in
Brookside. Gated community
ext.300.
w/ water access. 4 bed
room/3 bath. 1room for rent
FITNESS
We are seeking future fitness w / a private bath downstairs.
professionals who want to $450/ month includes utilities
start their careers. Must Call David at 406-6689.
jump

*

Hall at Hutchins Street Sqj
JoJo, Genuwine and Donell
at 8:00 p.m.
Jones Concert
$12/person $5/ student
REEL BIG FISH
8:00 p.m. @ Faye Spanos $7 @ March 5
Third Eye Blind
ASUOP, $12 Bass Outlets
Fox Theatre @ 7:30p.m.
for tickets call 464-4369
February 13
Sacramento CA The Veterans
Theater
Memorial
[arn
IDEAL, K-Ci & JoJo, Genuwine
litii
February
25
8:00pm
and Donell Jones Concert
Sh;
February 14
February 26 & March 3-iloco
Oakland, CA - Paramount
8:00p.m.
Theater
IDEAL, K-Ci & JoJo, Genuwine February 27 & March 5 @
5:00 p.m.
and Donell Jones Concert
De Marcus Brown Studio
February 25
Theater
The Lodi Arts Comission
presents The Quintet of the Hot Oedipus Rex
,
Club of San Francisco, at Kirst
Hall at Hutchins Street Square at admission $5/ studen
8:00 p.m.
April 13-16
$12/person $5/student
The Beggar's Opera by John
March 3
Gayin Long Theater.
The Lodi Arts Comission
presents Paula West, at Kirst

Horosco

Updates

All My Children
Vanessa will be furious
when she finds out she is not
in Palmers' will. Alex will
undergo hypnosis and recall
seeing Geoff kill his daugh
ter, Cassandra. Gillian will
tell Ryan that she loves him,
but is still going to marry
Jake.

2

In 71,. M»~rt enlendar F«E£. C.» M « «"I» — k-»*"• « >™

9:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Grace Covell Dining Hall
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

r

Aquarius
(January 20 - February 18)
Change is the watch word for this week.
Some Aquarians will be moving to new places
while others will be taking new career paths.
Steer clear of a family dispute.

Pisces

p e s
Leo

(July 23 - August 22)
A close friend who suddenly becomesr
mote is in need of your warm reassurance
Give it generously. A misunderstandingon
job creates the potential for future problems|
Settle it quickly.

Virgo

(February 19 - March 20)
Be prepared for that romantic disappoint
ment to become a fading memory with the ar
rival of a new love, possibly a Gemini. Talk to
someone you trust about developing your
idea into a marketable product.

(August 23 - September 22)
Career advancement involves the needtel
added training. The invest ment of yourtimel
and effort will pay off. Some stormy personal
situations begin to calm down.

Aries

(September 23 - October 22)
Scale back on those grandiose schemesfora
while. Neither the time nor the circumstance
are right to make the huge financial invest
ment needed to see the matter through
Gemini has romance in mind.

(March 21 - April 19)
A long-forgotten promise is recalled. It's not
too late to follow up on it. You might find a
pleasant surprise waiting. See a doctor about
that pesky eye problem.

Taurus

(April 20 - May 20)
The best way to get over a personal disap
pointment is to get out, meet old friends and
make new ones. One of those new friends
i could very well become a new VSP (Very Spe
cial Person) in your life.

Gemini

Libra

Scorpio

(October 23 - November 21)
You could soon face a fascinating dilem®
Do you continue seeing this Very Special rt
son currently in your life, or renew a relate
ship with another VSP who will suddenly
turn from your past?

Sagittarius

(May 21 - June 20)
A chance to invest comes with some strings
attached that could cause economic problems
later on. Be careful. Cupid favors romantic
possibilities with a loving Libra or a passion
ate Pisces.

(November 22 - December 21)
Financial problems need your attention,
a good idea to cut back on unnecessary
penses until these money matters are ur
control. Then go out and have a great tiim

Cancer

(December 22 - January 19)
What you may now see as a good reasi
end a relationship could turn out to be b
more on supposition than substance.

(June 21 - July 22)
A simple problem threatens to turn into a le
gal showdown, unless it's cleared up soon.
Wishing it away won't help. A telephone call
could lead to a change in travel plans.

Capricorn
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PPOSITES
ATTRACT
TBARRIE
ff Writer
vlany people would look at the perlalities of swimmers Kristy Mathews
d Shawna Winters and say that the
o could never get along, let alone
>m together. The fact of the matter is
it they would be dead wrong.
Although many of their teammates
lest that they have very contrasting
rsonalities, the two freshmen share
my common traits. The two hail from
tSan Francisco bay area, are education
ajors and have made an immediate
lpad on Pacific's women's swimming
am. However, their bond goes much
sper than that.
We both really like to work hard,"
athews said."And we both share a lot
the same values, which makes it easy
ibe roommates. We're both from the
imearea, so we've picked up a lot of
if same traits."
I Since emerging on the scene this year,
to two have combined to shatter four
hool records, and possibly more to
"ae, much to the satisfaction of secondrhead coach Ray Looze.
They ve made a pretty significant
Apart, Looze said. "In swimming usulyyou don't break records until the
of the season. I think their best
dimming is yet to come, but to have
break records that early is just icine
"the cake."
Mathews, who hails from Walnut
reek, now holds women's school
fords in the 200 yard breaststroke, the
»individual medley, and the 4001.M.
ho, she holds team records this sean for the 200 freestyle and is second (to
mters) in the 200 butterfly and the 100
festyle.
Winters holds the school record in the
''backstroke, a markshe set on Dec. 20
he UNLV Invitational. Moreover, she
team-bests this season in the 100

back and the 200 fly. The San
Jose native held the season-best
for the 100 fly for the majority of
the season, but that mark was
surpassed by fellow freshman
goes and doesn't stop."
Corinne Harris against UC Santa Bar
Mathews' time in the 200 breast on
bara on January 15.
Dec. 20 was good enough to earn her a
Most athletes don't get nicknames un spot in the 2000 U.S. Olympic trials in the
til they've been somewhere long enough event, which will take place next August
to establish reputations, but it didn't take in Indianapolis, Indiana. She is just the
the two very long here at Pacific.
second Tigers swimmer this season to be
The team has tagged Shawna with the invited to the trials. The other is sopho
nickname "Rage" and Kristy with "Ma more Matt Smart.
chine." And no, the song had nothing to
"(My goals) are really just to get a feel
do with it. In
for what it's
stead,
the
like," Math
nicknames
ews said.
~'VJNI $ "in swimming
are diminu hHBK.**
.. A j r . .
"Maybe
tives of their
usually you
next year
dissimilar
my goals
don't break
personalities.
will
be
"Shawna is
records until
higher, but
the type of
the end of the for right
person who is
Jl fa
now they're
season"
very focused
just to get
and is de
comfort
manding of
able and
Above:
herself and
have fun."
Freshman
her
team
Both
mates,"
Kristy Mathews
Mathews
Looze said.
i
«fii and Win
Right:
"And she will
L
mm
~ g?
ters were
Freshman
rage on you if
very domi
Shawna
you inhibit
nating
her or her
Winters.
swimmers
teammates
during
from being
their high
successful."
school years, which caught Looze's at
Mathews, on the other hand, earned tention.
her nickname in a much different man
Winters, who attended Archbishop
ner.
Mitty High School, was a three-time AllKristy can swim multiple things," American in the backstroke and was also
Looze said. "There are very few things a senior national qualifier in the 100
she can't swim. She swims in a very back. She also earned academic Ailmenacing fashion where she'll wear you American honors twice.
out and then pass you right at the end, so
Mathews prepped at Contra Costa
that's how she got her nickname."
Christian High School, but the school
Added Winters, "She just goes and doesn't sponsor a swimming team,
r"

r

H

which forced her to swim in recreation
leagues for her younger years. However,
that didn't hinder her chances of getting
noticed.
The only question was whether or not
the two would pick Pacific, and both
claim that many things attracted them to
the school.
"It was Ray and his track record,"
Winters said. "Not by himself, but also
the swimmers he produces. Also, from
meeting with the team and some of the
swimmers, it just seemed like the place
I wanted to be."
Mathews claims she came here for
many of the same reasons.
"The swimming program seemed re
ally great and I liked how the swimming
team bonded together," she said. "The
education is great here and the campus
is beautiful, and it wasn't too far from
home. The swimmers really made me
feel at home."
The two started swimming at young
ages, and the sport has been one of the
central points in the lives of each since
then. Kristy started at the age of seven,
while Shawna started at 10. Both claim
that parental support has played a huge
role in their development over the years.
After breaking numerous records so
early in their careers, one could only
wonder what accomplishments or goals
the two could have for the future.
"I'd like to make the NCAA's," said
Winters. "I'd like to do it this year, but I
think to keep improving is my main goal
for the future."
Mathews, on the other hand, is having
fun.
" Right now I'm really enjoying all the
people on the team," she said. "We all
get along really well, and I'm just enjoy
ing the social part."

1

Ail-

—

:

athews checking out her time after Saturday's 200 free style race.

': *
Shawna Winters currently holds the school record for the 200 backstroke event.
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Women's Swimming

Tigers season ends swimmingly
EMILY DAVIDSON

Sports Editor

You win some. You loose
some.
If you are the women's swim
team you can do both in the
same day. In their1999-2000 sea
son concluding meet with San
Jose State and Nevada, the
Tigers pulled ahead of the Spar
tans 150-113 and fell behind the
Wolfpack 160-114. The home
meet concluded Pacific's regular
season with a 8-10 overall
record.
The Lady Tigers won nine of
14 events against San Jose state.
Freshman Kristy Matthews col
lected first place individual fin
ishes in the 200 free (1:52.69), 200
breast (2:20:21) and 200 IM
(2:07:24). Freshman Shawna
Winters contributed first place
finishes in the 100 back (:58.81)
and 200 back (2:08.02).
"Kristy and Shawna have
come highly regarded to UOP,"
said head coach Ray Looze.
"From the first team meeting we
said that we were going to re
gard them as veterans; we are
going to look to them for leader
ship. You don't typically put
freshmen in that position, but

tion right now."
In the Nevada portion of the
dual meet, Pacific claimed only
four first place finishes to finish
behind the Wolfpack 160-114.
Winters took first place in the
100 back (:58.81) and the 200
back (2:08.02). Mathews com
pleted the 200 free (1:52.69) and
the 200 breast (2:20.21) in first
place.
Nevada claimed 13 of 14 first
place finishes against San Jose
State, defeating the Spartans
167.5-94.5. San Jose's Charlotte
Pierce had the Spartan's single
first place finish in the 200 free
(1:54.32).
Senior Cari Bertrand
Pacific will travel to the Big
they are very well suited for it. West Championship meets in
They love the spotlight. They Belmont Plaza Thursday, Jan. 17
love touching first."
for their post-season competi
Senior Erika Richards added tion.
two other first place wins in the
"We are about where we need
50 free (:23.83) and 100 free to be right now, with the big
(:52.56) to seal Pacific's 150-113 meet," said Looze. "We need to
victory over the Spartans. In work on winning our close
team events, the Tigers pulled races, fine tune our strategy and
ahead for first place in the 200 get in thestate of mind where we
medley relay (1:48.22) and the can deal with the little things as
200 free relay (1:38.24).
they come up and still come out
"Erika Richards has been a on top. Our depth issue is hurt
tremendously consistent swim ing right now. The strength of
mer for us all year," said Looze. our freshmen class should solve
"She is making a great contribu some of that by next season."
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Pacific Athletic Schedule
Friday 2/11/00

Saturday 2/12/0

Women's Basketball
vs. UC Santa Barbara
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

Men's Basketball
Nevada
Spanos Center, 1<

Saturday 2/12/00

Sunday 2/13/00

Baseball vs. Utah
Billy Hebert Field,
1 p.m.

Baseball vs. Utah
Billy Hebert Field,
1 p.m.

Saturday 2/12/00

Sunday 2/13/0/0

Men's Tennis vs. Saint
Mary's
Nelson Tennis Center,
12 p.m.

Women's Basketk.
vs. Cal Poly
Spanos Center,2p

Fulfilling all Your Apparel Nea
T-Shlrts, Jackets. Hals, SwedJ

A.
MZettcr

%•

Special

Custom Scroon Mm*
In-Houio Art Dept.
!N/lul«l Color Printing
Ooantlty Dtocounft

THE SOURCE FOR ALL YOU GREEK APP«
Printed Mugs. Glassware. Sports Bottles. Pero.GotM
Mouse Pads. Keychalns, ond other Ad Specialty

5756 Pacific Ave #9
Stockton. CA. 95207

Phone: 476-832
Fax:
476-W

Valentine's Di
f Contest

m
•#

Phi-Delts Alex Zamansky
(top) and John Fosenberg (bot
tom) participate in Intramural
basketball.

Intramural Update
The Spring 2000 Intra
mural Basketball season en
joyed an exciting week of
pre-season games. The In
tramural staff constructed a
system, which enabled most
teams to participate in prac
tice games, according to the
number of teams in each
league. The competition
ranged through all levels of
play as fun spirits prevailed
and the games proved suc
cessful. We look forward to
a great Basketball season
and encourage you to come
out and support your fellow
students!
Entries are open for Intra
mural Bowling, 3v3 Super
PIoops Basketball and Out
door Soccer up until Feb. 22.
The Captain's meeting for
3v3 Indoor Soccer will be

held this Friday, Feb. 11 from
5:00-5:30pm in the Main
Gym Room 123. If anyone is
interested in becoming apart
of the Intramural staff as an
official or scorekeeper, give
us a call at 946-2716 or stop
by our office in the Main
Gym Room 114.
Baun Fitness Center
We have a new fitness
class, Cardio Salsa, starting
Thurs. Feb. 10th 7:308:30pm.
Body Composition Test
ing is now available. Testing
will take place in the Human
Performance Lab in the
Main Gym Fridays 1 2 - 4
p.m. and will be by appoint
ment only. See Jennifer Sex
ton, manager of the Fitness
Center, to set up an appoint
ment or for more informa
tion.

*
Valley Brew
on February 12th or 13th
and receive a

Voucher for a key to open the box for

Diamond & Ruby Heart Neckl^
Come in Monday, February 14th
to check your key to win.
Unclaimed Prizes after 90 days

A. kfc
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• Men's Volleyball •
The Pacific men's volleyball team improved to 4-7 on the sea
son and 4-4 in conference play with a 15-11,15-10,13-15,4-15,15-11
ivin over UC Santa Barbara on Saturday, February 5, at Santa Bar
bara.
Junior outside hitter Vladimir Andric led Pacific's offense with a
team-high 26 kills. Senior middle hitter Darrell Dilmore (Lake Mary,
Florida.) contributed 16 kills and hit a team-high .444 (16-4-27). An
dric and Dilmore finished the five-game match with five blocks
each. Santa Barbara native Christopher Tamas recorded 72 assists
in the win.
Kevin Collins led the Gauchos, 4-2 (3-1MPSF) with a match-high
34 kills, while Andy Tomkinson added 15 kills, 11 blocks and hit
464 for the evening.
Just a day earlier the boys were defeated 15-12,5-15,12-15,17-15,
12-15 at Cal State Northridge (2-3,1-3) Pacific was led offensively
by senior Dylan Herrick's career-high 30 kills. Freshman Geir Eithun added 20 kills while hitting at a .536 (20-5-28) clip. Aaron
Wachtfogel led the Tigers defensively with a team-high 11 digs.
Pacific s six-match road trip continues with non-conference
matches against UC Santa Cruz on Wednesday, Feb. 9, and Cali
fornia on Friday, February 11.
• Men's Basketball •
After two consecutive wins that put the Tigers just one game un
der .500, the men's basketball team fell to 9-11 overall (4-4 Big West)
with a 59-53 loss at UC Irvine (9-10, 2-6) on Saturday, February 5.
Pacific was led by senior guard Clay McKnight's14 points. McKnight connected on three of his six attempts from three-point range
and continued his free throw domination as he was perfect in five
chances from the line. McNight is now ranked No. 2 nationally in
free throw percentage at 98 percent - 55 of 56), and he has attempt
ed 28 more free throws than the man in front of him.
The Tigers also received 12 points from junior guard Peter Heizer and 11 points from sophomore center Ross Mills. Sophomore for
ward Mike Hahn finished the evening with nine rebounds.
UC Irvine led the entire game and took its biggest lead at 51-41.
UC Irvine led at halftime, 31-25, and never looked back.
Pacific concludes its current three-game road-trip at Long Beach
State on Thursday, February 10, at 7:35 p.m.

I

• Women's Basketball •
The Pacific women's basketball came up short, but just barely, as
they fell to 12-7 overall (3-4 Big West) with a 74-70 loss at Long
Beach State (12-7,6-1) on Sunday, Feb. 6.
Long Beach State hit four-of-four free throws down the stretch to
seal the victory. The Tigers rallied from a nine point second half
e C'*''° 'rad by lus* two points with 20 seconds remaining.
p
acific had three players score in double figures, led by senior
orward Eden Palacio's 17 points. Sophomore guard Selena Ho
added 16 points, while junior center Millie Kimpton contributed 15
bou^d ^en'°r ^artba Yarbrough pulled down a team-high nine reLong Beach State outshot the Tigers .491 to .417, and attempted
just one three-pointer in the game (it was missed).
acific returns to action this Friday, February 11, with a 7 p.m.
contest against No.14 UC Santa Barbara at the Spanos Center. The
game will be telecast locally by Media One.

• Recruiting •

Two of Pacific's most powerful women's sports, Soccer and Voli^r^a f'are back on the warpath trying to improve their already solUruversity of the Pacific head Women's Soccer Coach Keith Cole
man announced today the signing of three prospects for the 2000
easom The Tigers signed Kristina Fetter, Abbie Partch, and Misty
i reciado to national letters of intent.
On the hardwood side of things, Women's Volleyball Coach John
^mn8 announced the si8nin8 °f four prospects for the 2000
Maivr =. season- The Tigers signed Jennifer Joines, Jaima Ortega,
jy uren Smith, and Misty Swails to national letters of intent
which we needed a large number of players, our
coachi^ef
L
taleni ^ ! 1S very haPPy and Proud that we have signed four
exPenenced Players," said Dunning. "We are very excited ik
recnni
, Slgned Wh3t m0St pe°Ple wiU think is
recruiting classes in the country."
Compiled by Benjamin Starr

one

of the best

Sideline

Continued from page 20
we need to do is convince
him that the Tigers are enthu
siastic about his game. Send
pep band down there to cheer
him on in full orange and
black. Send the cheer team to
pump him up. Send the
dance team to Delta's gym.
But most importantly send
Ricci to Pacific.
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. Swimming Upstream
Pacific swimming has fin
ished off their season and I
still have very little idea what
is actually going on. Just like
tennis matches and cross
country races, swim meets
are designed to perplex the
casual observers. First, there
are the endless races that
don't really follow any print
ed schedule. Second, all the
barking and buzzing during

VOP StudY
Abroad

a usac

the races can be harrowing. I
would probably drown just
from the shock of it all.
And finally, the nudity. All
the people running around in
unmarked bathing suits and
caps jumping in and out of
the pool, how is a reporter
supposed to keep track of the
mayhem? I love attending
swim meets and coach Ray
Looze is very pleasant, but I
really can't figure them out.

&UMMFK

Srut>y

prese»t:
Program Sit«-s;Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Chile,

Earn extra credits

China, Costa Rica, Denmark,

See another country

Dominican Republic, Egypt,

Valuable experience

England, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Netherlands, Russia, South Africa,
Spain, Switzerland,

Learn a language
Meet new people
Broaden your horizons

Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey

Stop by the Study Abroad office in Bechtel
Center for application deadlines and information
about summer programs. Hurry: Deadline for
Summer is March 1, 2000.

International programs and Services
Bechtel Center, University oj the paeifie
Study flbroad OJJiee
it

Phone: 946-2592
E-mail: ips@uop.edu

Study Abroad Summer 2000
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Pacific football: gone and forgotten
The LBSU women's volley
Perhaps the termination of (.437) record at Pacific, after
ball
team grew into a nation
Pacific football in 1995 was as going 245-122-35 (.668) in his
Senior Staff Writer
powet,
culminating in a
al
much a mercy killing as any pre-UOP years.
national championship in
Yet
another
major
thorn
in
Trapped in a coma is no thing else. In what turned out
1998. Both their men's and
way to live. Perhaps only to be their farewell season the the side of Pacific football
women's basketball teams, as
was
the
horribly
poor
way
in
more difficult is watching a Tigers were 3-8, converted
well as the baseball team
loved one lay there comatose just 25 percent of third downs which it was run. In 1995 the
have grown to be Big West ti
with your only option to pull to their opponents 46 per Tigers played four games at
tle contenders. Perhaps the
the plug and end their mis cent, and were outscored on home and seven on the road.
successes of virtually all of
ery. After 46 excruciating co average 39.9 to 21.8 (and if In 1993 and 1994 it was five at
Long
Beach State's sports
matose years, the nerve was you take out the fourth quar home, six on the road. From
programs
since the demise of
the
1970
season
through
the
worked up to finally pull the ter, the junk time when oppo
football
is
coincidental, but
final
1995
season
the
Tigers
nents frequently had in sec
plug on Pacific football.
seemingly
all the evidence
played
just
131
home
games
After a perfect 11-0 cam ond and third string teams
points
the
other
way.
paign in 1949 the Tigers the Tigers were outscored and 160 on the road. From
I
love
sports,
and I love
slipped into what would be 33.6 to 13.1). Though the of 1950 through 1995 Pacific
football.
But
the
unfortunate
nearly a five decade funk go fense was good for an aver posted winning seasons at
ing 199-270-7 for a meager age 327 yards per game, the home 32 times compared to reality is that beyond
.418 winning percentage in defense consistantly allowed just 11 road winning seasons. women's volleyball,
In fact their overall home UOP is not a sports
the span from 1950-1995. 510.
Another detriment to the winning percentage was a school. There are a ton %
During that period Pacific
program was solid .547 while they man of great teams,
had just 17
but
you .
its
penchant aged just .307 on the road.
winning sea
While other
The best way to raise mon would nev
for hiring itself
sons and 31
know
losing
ones teams improved, out as a punch ey is not to perpetuate failure er
that.
You
ing bag. The by throwing away three to
with eight of
Pacific
cannot
Tigers would four games a year to Nebras
those winning
throw away ka, Tennessee, Washington, et find
seasons com
back-pedaled
three to four al, but rather to build a suc replica
ing in
the
1950's and just
deeper into the games a year, cessful program and thrive at basket
nine since.
playing on the home. Recruitment was poor ball jer
abyss.
Financial
road against at best because Pacific played seys, baseball jerseys,
—
far superior far too few home games, soccer jerseys in the
and o t h e r i s ~ ~ ~ ~
sues aside, this sport was one competition for the sake of played a ridiculous number
of games against teams they The Tigers held only a mea
that brought nothing but em making a few bucks.
barrassment to the Universi
Against Nebraska, Ten had no prayer of defeating, ger .418 winning percentage
ty for the last half of the cen nessee, Stanford, Miami, and never made the effort to from 1950-199S. During
tury. While other teams in Washington, Auburn, Notre put together a top notch that period, Pacific had just
conference improved, Pacific Dame, Cal, BYU. Boston Col coaching staff the way the 17 winning seasons.
back-peddled deeper into the lege, Arkansas, Arizona, Ari rest of the Big West did.
Perhaps if Pacific had
abyss. University of Nevada- zona State, Air Force and
Reno built a program that has USC; Pacific was 8-58 (.125) spent more time playing
Drive Thru Espresso
suffered just three sub .500 all-time with the most recent games at home where they
campaigns in the last 24 sea of those wins coming in 1963 could be successful, and
sons. Arkansas State and over BYU. Against the Pac 10, bringing in coaches and staff
Boise State have both Big 10, Big 12 (then Big 8), that could help to further the
brought in experienced, top and Big East; Pacific is just program, when the Tigers ap
flight coaches and both have 17-78 (.179) all-time.
peared in television high
Whole Rotisserie Chicken
grown and improved since.
One common misconcep lights it would have been for
w/Beons, Rice, Soiso & Tortillas
ASU lured Joe Hollis away tion about Pacific football is something other than surren
from Ohio State where he ran that Amos Alonzo Stagg, one dering seven touchdowns in
• Famous Fresh F»h Tacos
their powerful offense. BSU of college football's most one game to San Diego
• World's First Oyster Burrito
brought in Oregon's offen revered and accomplished State's Marshall Faulk, or
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
sive coordinator Dirk Koetter coaches, made his career at getting scorched for 70 points
Black Beans
and capped off last season UOP. The stadium on campus in Lincoln.
Carne Asada (grilled steak)
When they were at home,
with a Big West champi is Stagg Stadium, and in the
Carnitas (roast pork)
onship. Idaho brought in old gym one can find a life- the Tigers played too many
Dennis Erickson and went size photo of "the Grand Old games late in the afternoon or
All Natural Beef& Pork
from a .382 team in the 1970's Man of Football." The fact is, evening, thus never making
Our livestock is led the purest
to a .653 team in the 1990's. A. A. Stagg made his career it onto anyone's scoreboard
natural feeds.
Utah State is 46-34-2 all-time coaching at the University of show, giving absolutely zero
We use only 100% canole oil, not
in games against current Chicago where he coached publicity to the few games
hydrogeneted. 50% tower in saturated fat
members of the Big West for 40 years. Of his 314 career Pacific managed to win.
than soybean oil, peanut, or olive oil.
Conference and the Aggies victories, just 60 of those Make no mistake, Pacific was
Catering Now Available!
are 78-53-2 in actual BWC wins came during his 14 not the Big West's only fail
games in the 22 years they years at Pacific. In fact it may ing football program. Follow
have been in the league. USU be the ultimate testament to ing the 1991 season, a suffer
is 38-20-1 in league games in the weakness of UOP's foot ing Long Beach State football
ball program that Stagg, who team was laid to rest. With
the 1990s.
Meanwhile Pacific quietly was currently college foot the demise of football came
4601 Pacific Ave.
slid from a .450 team in the ball's all-time winningest renewed success for the other
(one block south of March Lane)
1970's to a .326 team since. coach managed just a 60-77-7 49er teams.

JOSH M O N T E R O
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Bas<

iConti

bookstore. All over campc]
you can find notices posteil
about clubs, events and gue;:
speakers, but hardly ever or e 1
announcing the comirej
weekend's home sporting
events. It is actually remark
able that the programs we
have here at UOP do as weli I
and draw the crowds tha:'
they do.
If it happened in 1995 or
1999 or 2003, football at Pa
cific was doomed. At this
point I can only hope that
those of us here at UOP in die
student body, administration
and athletic department ah
support and appreciate
the teams we have so our
programs can go the way
of Long Beach State
in the post foot
ball era.

/,

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

46 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's"

{(forma TFre.sh
rrrcf
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ON THE MIRACLE MILE

Stockton's Favorite Hamburger
From the Ranch to us,
100% Ground Fresh Chuck
The Livestock is fed the purest, natural feecs
Feed List Available

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequcd Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Blue Pacific Oysters
Fish Sandwich
Oysters & Chips
Oyster Sandwich
w/spiey Tartar Sauce

Steamed Artichokes
Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
We use only 100% Canola Oil,
NOT hydrogenated. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Discover & MdsterCSnrtf
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Baseball

the Tigers. However, this was
not enough for Pacific to get
back in the game.
Both Bramble and Nick
Guichard collected three hits
apiece, with two of those be
ing doubles. Hackett was 1-3,
with a two-run homer, and
Travis Anderson was 1 for 1
with a double.
Due to an enormous
amount of rain, Saint Mary's
field was flooded and there

fore unplayable for Satur
day's match up. Instead, it
was decided that a doubleheader would be played on
Sunday Feb. 6 at Billy Hebert
field.
In game one, Jason Walker
took the hill for Pacific. Walk
er, who pitched the distance,
was nearly perfect in that he
shut down the Gaels and only
allowed three hits in 9 in
nings. Walker, who is a left-

Chris Moreno defends his base against the Gaels in the Pacific opener vs. Saint Mary's,
team who will break you down
off the dribble, speed right past
you, and light it up all night
from outside. In fact, Long
Beach put up just one threepoint attempt in the game
(which they missed) while Pa
cific attempted 17 and made
eight. Would that be enough
for the Tiger to steal one on the
road?
Nope.
The 49ers bested the Tigers
in nearly every statistical cate
gory, though never by much.
In shooting (.491-.417), re
bounding (34-31), assists (2218), and blocks (4-1). However,
what broke Pacific's back was
the 22 free points Long Beach
State collected from the freethrow line, leading the 49ers to
a 74-70 victory. The loss
dropped the Tigers' record to
12-7 (3-4 Big West) with two of
their next three games against
Big West leader, and national
No. 14 UC Santa Barbara.
For the fourth game in a row
a trio of Tigers all reached dou
ble-digits scoring, this time led
by senior Eden Palacio who
was good for a team-high 17
points, eight assists, five
boards and four steals. Also
making her presence felt was
Ho who stroked four treys en
route to a 16 point night.

Kimpton also had another big
night with 15 points and four
boards, three of which came on
the offensive glass.
In connecting on five long
balls over the weekend, Sele
na Ho now has 50 on the sea
son, making this season al
ready the fifth highest single
season total in Pacific history
with at least eight games left to
go. Ho's career total of 114 also
are good for third on Pacific's
career triples-made list.
This weekend of play will
not be a teaser like last week
end, but rather a full two game
home weekend for the Tigers
who desperately need it. This
weekend marks the annual
visit of the UC Santa Barbara
Gauchos who were a perfect
15-0 in Big West play last year,
and are smoking at 7-0 already
this season.

Internships in Europe!
Use your knowledge and skills to earn academic credit
and get international work experience through
internship programs in LONDON. BONN, BRUSSELS,
PARIS, MADRID, or. MELBOURNE. Internship
opportunities are available in business, banking,
politics and government, arts administration and
theater, museum management, health services and
medical research, media and advertising, social
sciences, and urban planning and architecture.

Want to learn more? Come to our information
meeting: Thursday, February 17,2000 from
1:30 to 3:30pm in the Conference Room,
Office of International Programs. Bechtel
International Center, University of the Pacific.
Or contact: Roger W. Sterner, Educational
Programs Abroad. 1404 Chelsea Wav, Redwood
City, CA 94061, Phone: 650-369-6640,
Fax: 650-369-6658. e-mail: rvvstemer@egs.org

STOCKTON LOAN

and
JEWELRY

We don't want all the business,
justyours"

Open 10am-6pm
Sunday 10-4pm
Closed on Wednesdays
4227 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, C A 95207
Tel 209-954-9128
209-954-0128

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.
856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128

Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pm
Closed Sunday
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Redemption and
defeat for Tigers
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

EMILY DAVIDSON

Sports Editor
sports@thepacifican.com

Pipe Dreams
My adventures as sports
editor and mighty upholder
of Murphy's Law at Pacific
have led me into some pretty
interesting sports conversa
tions with taxi drivers, Allan
my mechanic, Dennis the tow
truck driver, and now
plumbers as well. The physi
cal plant repairmen who
came to fix my radiator and
sink earlier this week both
started up great discussions
about the men's basketball
team and how great volley
ball was last semester when
they discovered my secret
identity.
The plumber who was
working on my sink had a
great deal of insight into the
teams and the "community"
(how he refers to UOP). I re
ally enjoyed discussing the
nuances of basketball recruit
ing with this fine fellow as he
repaired the leaking faucet. I
am constantly amazed by the
amount of knowledge and
enthusiasm that the Stockton
community holds for Pacific
Athletics.
Rolling Down the River
There is a possibility that
Delta's shinning star basket
ball player; Philip Ricci could
be recruited to grace the Pa
cific hard courts next season.
ith Ricci hitting 20-25
/oints a game he could be just
what Pacific men's basketball
team needs. From what I un
derstand, Ricci has been get
ting offers from reputable
schools across the country
but may choose UOP in order
to stay close to home. What
See Sideline, page 17

Conference season is in full
swing. Pacific just about five
weeks from Selection Sunday
for the NCAA Tournament.
However, before they can
make it to the Big Dance, they
have got to take care of busi
ness in conference, a task prov
ing surprisingly difficult for
Pacific.
After going just 1-3 during
their two week road trip, the
Tigers returned home for a sin
gle home game with the Idaho
Vandals before heading back
out on the road to take on Long
Beach State.
When arriving at the Spanos
Center for Pacific's game with
Idaho Friday night, you could
swear that you were watching
the Sacramento Kings the way
the Tigers would run the break,
use their speed to kill their op
ponent and yet get going so
fast they couldn't even control
themselves.
The first half was as erratic
as it was fast paced. Neither
team shot the ball well (Pacific
.333, Idaho .308), and the Van

dals handily out-rebounded
the Tigers 27-18, but it was 14
Idaho turnovers, and a Selena
Ho jumper at the horn that af
forded Pacific a 27-22 halftime
lead. All of the scoring came in
side as the teams combined for
an 0-13 effort from downtown
in the half.
Early in the second half the
Tigers and Vandals threw up
enough bricks to build yet an
other wing onto the athletic de
partment building. Pacific
freshman Ahsha Johnson took
it to the rack for the half's first
score two and a half minutes
in. Idaho had it much worse,
getting absolutely smothered
by the Tigers defense that al
lowed just two points in the
first five minutes of the second
half. Determined not to let
their lead slip away the Tigers
really dug in and stepped it up
in the second half.
"I told them to take back
what they took from us," Pacif
ic head coach Sherri Murrell
said in reference to the defeat
her Tigers suffered at the hands
of Idaho in last year's Big West
Conference tourney.
And so they did. The Tigers

Ahsha Johnson jumps up in the paint for the Pacific point.
let behemoth Vandal center
Alii Nieman get her 35 points,
but shut down every one of her
teammates, not allowing any
other Vandal in double digits.

Meanwhile Pacific had a frit
reach double digits led by Ho':
15, followed close behind b;
freshman Vanessa Dupont'
See Basketball, page 1

Baseball opens season with mud and hopes
DANNY NUSS

Staff Writer

They say it is America's
pastime. For some it is just a

bunch of athletes having fun.
In Pacific's case, it is a bunch
of athletes having fun and
winning.
On Tuesday, Feb. 1, Pacific
hit off their
2000 season
against
the
visiting Cente
nary Gents.
Wasting no
time kicking
off their sea
son, the Tigers
rolled to victo
ry and defeat
ed the Gents
by a demandling score of 4jr 0.

Todd Bramble connected with a one-out double.

Controlling
the game for

Pacific was senior Steve Fis
cher, No. 24. Fischer, a righthanded perfectionist on the
mound. Fischer only allowed
two hits in five innings of
work, and collected five
strikeouts, earning both him
self and the Tigers a 1-0
record.
Offensively for Pacific, the
Tigers collected seven hits, re
sulting in four big runs. Dom
inating at the plate was new
comer Rick Morton, a junior
transfer from Sacramento
City College. Morton, No. 3,
was two-for-three on the day
while scoring a run and col
lecting one RBI.
Star seniors Todd Bramble
and Ryan Stowasser both
posted two hits apiece, while

sophomore Rich Hackett co
lected one.
The Tigers returned to ai
tion on Friday, Feb. 4 at Bill
Hebert Field, to face Sail
Mary's College in the first of
three game series. Pacif
jumped out an early lead t
scoring two runs in the fir:
Saint Mary's answered bai
with seven runs in the se
ond, which ignited a scorii
spree that Pacific could n
follow. As a result, the Tige
lost the game by a score of 1
11.

With the loss, Pacific fell
1-1 for the season, while Sa
Mary's improved to 4-3.
highlight for the Tigers cai
in the bottom of the sever
See Baseball, page

